YouthAlert! (YA!) Program
A Child and Youth Violence, Bullying, and Abuse, Prevention/Health Education Curriculum

Written statement for the 2019 ECOSOC High Level Segment (HLS) for NGOs in consultative
status with ECOSOC.
The theme for the 2019 session of the Economic and Social Council is “Empowering people
and ensuring inclusiveness and equality”.
Current human management of human affairs and human life on this planet is not working. The
deficiencies are many. There’s not enough teamwork and the team itself is woefully incomplete.
These two factors are creating the unnecessary human crises’ of today and tomorrow. But they
can be easily fixed. First, the team must be expanded to include youth as well. A one-hundred
percent equal adult and youth team. Half of the world ‘s population under thirty years of age
and the other half is over thirty. This totally equal adult/youth team much better represents
today’s reality.
The U.N. and its Member States on its best day could only get us halfway there to advancing
human life. That is because there is no youth equality. I do not speak of youth representation or
empowerment; those are inadequate artificial pacifiers and not meals of real substance. I am
speaking of youth equality on all subjects and matters.
Even if more adult women were in higher human affairs management positions, which no doubt
would also be an improvement, it still would be missing the key youth ingredient and not let us
reach our full potential.
With an equal adult/youth team, human advancement and human survival can take larger strides
instead of the small and incremental steps society has taken so far. Yes, human civilization is
advancing but not nearly as fast as we could be or should be. In some cases, our very human
existence may be intertwined and dependent on our level of advancement.
This new team would operate equality but beginning first on an equal individual level. All
individual voices in the team must be heard equally and all voices in the team must carry equal
weight. That should seem like simple fairness since most issues affect all the people. Each equal
voice, of equal weight, is heard at the same time, and acted upon in real time in the real world,
continuously. This type of team is a more advanced level of democracy then what may exist
today. The team makes the decisions on all matters regarding our common principles of peace,
life, love, freedom, and equality, including the parameters I set forth above. This team better
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represents reality in another way for the truth is it is impossible for someone to speak for
another person.
Humans are overwhelming good and moral. If not, the human race would probably have not
made it this far already. This new team will make sure that the cream rises to the top every time.
Most people are already peaceful so this new equal adult/youth team may be one of the best
vehicles and models for regional and world peace, ever.
Teamwork is our answer to everything. There is nothing a team can’t do, and you can’t beat a
unified team. We also believe that all youth are equal in meaning, importance, value, and
worth. And that the same is true for all other humans who existed on this planet as well.
Thank you for this great honor and this great opportunity.
We are here to serve.
Our Mission: "World Peace Through Youth Peace”
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